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Introduction

An ideal preconditioner B for a discretized second-order elliptic boundary value
problem
Au = b
(1.1)
(A and B symmetric positive definite) should have the following properties:
• The spectral condition number of the operator B~xl2AB~XI2
should remain bounded independently of the dimension of the problem (i.e. the
gridsize) or should grow only logarithmically.
• The cost for computing B~xr should be proportional to the dimension of
the problem.
• The algorithm should be easily and efficiently realizable on scalar as well
as on parallel machines.
• These properties should not depend (severely) on the shape of the domain
under consideration, on jumps in the coefficient functions or even on the
quasiuniformity of the grid.
Last but not least,
• the algorithm should be simple.
There are two preconditioners that meet these requirements especially well. The
first is the hierarchical basis preconditioner [11] together with its variant [2], the
hierarchical basis multigrid method. The second has been developed recently
by BRAMBLE, PASCIAK & Xu [4] and Xu

[10].

Both preconditioners utilize a multi-level structure.
Assume that
«So C S\ C . . . C Sj is a usual family of nested finite element spaces corresponding to finer and finer subdivisions and let the discrete problem be the
finite element discretization with respect to <5 = Sj. Let I^u € Sk be the function interpolating u £ S at the nodes defining Sk- Then the hierarchical basis
preconditioner is based on the splitting
i
u = IQu+ 5^(7jfcU- /jfc-i«)

(1.2)

k=l

of the functions u £ S.
related splitting

The Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner relies on a
3

U = QQU + J2(QkU ~ Qk-iu)

(1-3)

k=l

of S where the Qk are Z 2 -like orthogonal projections onto «5^. In their final form both preconditioners have a very similar structure. Contrary to the
hierarchical basis preconditioner, which deteriorates in the three-dimensional
case, the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner works equally well for two- as for
three-dimensional problems.
1

One aim of this paper is to develop and to analyze the hierarchical basis and
the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner in parallel and within a joint framework. We hope that this discussion will improve the understanding of both
preconditioners, of their relationship and of their common roots.
Secondly, special care is devoted to nonuniformly refined grids. We attempt and
prove estimates which rely only on local properties like the shape regularity of
the finite elements but do not depend on the global quasiuniformity of the initial
or any following mesh. This requires a careful treatment of the initial level and
the corresponding subdivision of the domain under consideration. Compared to
the original papers [10], [4], one has to modify the Z,2-like inner product defining
the orthogonal projectors Qk- In our version this inner product depends also
on the sizes of the finite elements of the initial subdivision.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
• In Section 2 we discuss a special finite element discretization and give a
formal definition of the interpolation operators Ik and the L 2 -like projections Qk- We introduce discrete norms corresponding to the splittings
(1.2) and (1.3).
• In Sections 3 and 4 it is shown that these discrete norms are nearly equivalent to the energy norm induced by the boundary value problem. These
results form the mathematical background of the hierarchical basis preconditioner and of the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner, respectively.
In Section 4 we utilize a simple, but apparently new technique for deriving
error estimates and / P - n o r m s for Z/2-like projections onto finite element
spaces.
• In Section 5 we derive the preconditioners and discuss some algorithmic
aspects.
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2

A Finite Element Discretization

In this paper a two-dimensional model problem is studied in detail. We remark
that the theory developed here can be extended in a straightforward fashion to
other types of refinement procedures. Many arguments are dimension independent and can be transferred to the three-dimensional case. If a result cannot
be generalized to three dimensions, this will be pointed out explicitly.
Let Q C IR be a bounded polygonal domain. As a model problem, we consider
the differential equation
- t ^ M , , ) = /

(2.1)

M= l

on £7 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary piece
T and homogeneous natural boundary conditions on the remaining part dVt \ F
of the boundary of Q. We assume that T is composed of straight lines. The
solution space of this boundary value problem is

n={ueH1{n)\u

= Qonr}

(2.2)

where the zero boundary conditions have to be understood in the sense of the
trace operator. The weak formulation is to find a function u G H satisfying
a(u,v) =

fv dx , v € 7~C ,

(2.3]

n
where the bilinear form a is defined by
2
a(u,v) = /f ^2 dijDtiiDjV dx .

(2-4)

We assume that the a,-j are measurable and bounded functions and that
a

ij

=

a

ji •

(2.51

By a triangulation T of the polygonal domain 0 , we mean a set of triangles
such that the union of these triangles is fi and such that the intersection of
two such triangles either consists of a common side or a common vertex of both
triangles or is empty. Here we start with an intentionally coarse triangulation
T0 of U with the property that the boundary piece T is composed of edges of
triangles T G T0. We assume that there are positive constants 0 < 8 < 1 < M
and UJ(T) > 0 with
6u,{T)Yrf < JZ aaWrm < Mu(T)Yrf

(2-6)

for all T G To, almost all x G T and all ij G IR2. Clearly, the constants M and 6
will enter into our estimates, but we try to keep the estimates as independent
of the UJ{T) as possible.
3

By (2.5) and (2.6) a is a symmetric, bounded and coercive bilinear form on H.
N | 2 = a(u,u)

(2.7)

defines a norm on H, the energy norm induced by the given boundary value
problem. This norm is equivalent to the norm
K*n

= T,[\(Diu)(x)\>dx

(2.8)

on 7i. Since H is a. Hubert space under the norm (2.8), the Riesz representation theorem guarantees that the boundary value problem (2.3) has a unique
solution.
In addition to the (semi-)norms (2.7) and (2.8), we use the weighted
seminorm

H!iG = E E w ( r ) / l ( A « W ^
!=i TeT0

Hl-

(2-9)

GnT

(G a subset of 0 ) and the weighted L 2 -norm
\\u\\lG = (u,u)G

(2.10)

which is induced by the inner product
{u,v)G=

Y,u{T)h{TY2

t u(x)v{x)dx

.

(2.11)

h(T) denotes the diameter of the triangle T. Note that the (semi-)norm (2.9)
and the norm (2.10) depend on the initial triangulation TQ and on the coefficients of the boundary value problem. They have to be distinguished from the
seminorm (2.8) and the usual L 2 -norm

IMIo,2;c = / k * ) | 2 ^ ,

(2-12)

G

respectively. For G = fi or G = il, we omit the subscript G and write (u,u)
instead of (U,V)G, for example.
The triangulation % is refined several times, giving a family of nested triangulations 70, T\, T2, .... A triangle of 7^ + i is either a triangle of 7Jt or is
generated by subdividing a triangle of 7^ into four congruent triangles or into
two triangles by connecting one of its vertices with the midpoint of the opposite
side. The first case is called a regular refinement and the resulting triangles
as well as the triangles of the initial triangulation are regular triangles. The
second case is an irregular refinement and results in two irregular triangles.
The irregular refinement is potentially dangerous because interior angles are
reduced. Therefore, we add the rule that irregular triangles may not be further
refined. This rule insures that every triangle of any triangulation 7i is geometrically similar to a triangle of the initial triangulation T0 or to an irregular
refinement of a triangle in TQ.
4

The triangles in % are level 0 elements, and the regular and irregular triangles
created by the refinement of level k — 1 elements are level k elements. It is important to recognize that not all elements in Tk-\ need to be refined in creating
Tk. The mesh Tk may contain unrefined elements from all lower levels, and thus
it may be a highly nonuniform mesh. We require that only level k — \ elements
are refined in the construction ofTk.
The described triangulations are meanwhile standard; we refer to [1] and to [3] .
Wc remark that our levels usually do not reflect the dynamic refinement process
in an adaptive algorithm, although the final triangulations can be decomposed
a-posteriori as described above; see [6] for a detailed discussion. Due to the last
rule, this decomposition is unique.
Corresponding to the triangulations Tk, we have finite element spaces Sk- Sk
consists of all functions which are continuous on 17 and linear on the triangles
T 6 Tk and which vanish on the boundary piece I \ Clearly, Sk is a subspace of
Si for I > k.
Let j\fk = {x{,. .. ,x,lk} be the set of vertices of the triangles in Tk not lying on
the boundary piece F. Then Sk is spanned by the nodal basis functions ?/'' ,
i = 1 , . . . , riki which are defined by
il>{lk)(xl) = 6ll,xleAfk.

(2.13)

The hierarchical basis functions are
Ä- = V>;° ) ,* 1 e.A/'o,

(2.14)

and
tik),xieArk\tfk-1.

$i =

(2.15)

;/',, i• = 1, • • •, n-k, is the hierarchical basis of Sk.
We fix a final level j and set S = Sy The interpolation operators h • S —> Sk
are defined by
(hu)(xi) = u{xi) , Xi € Mk •
(2.16)
Because of u = IJU, one has the splitting (1.2)
j

u = I0u+ Ysi^u- h-\u)

(2.17)

of the functions u € S. The Z/2-like projections Qk • S —> Sk are given by
(Qku,v)

= (u,v),

v€Sk.

(2.18)

The corresponding splitting (1.3) of S is
j

u = Qou + J2(Qku-

Qk-iu) •

(2.19)

A;=l

With the splittings (2.17) and (2.19) we associate the discrete norms
I I I * = ||/o«ir + iZ^Whu
Jt=i

5

- h-yu\\l

(2.20)

and

IM* = \\Qou\\2 + E 4 i G * " - Qk-iu\\l

(2.21)

on iS. In the next two sections we show that these discrete norms essentially
behave like the energy norm (2.7) or the norm (2.9).
The generic factors 4^ result from the fact that a triangle of level k has half
the size of his father of level k — 1. They depend on the refinement strategy
and have to be replaced, for example, by the factors 9fc, if the diameters of the
triangles are reduced by the factor 3 from one level to the next. These factors
are not dimension dependent and replace the spectral radii A^. in [4], [10].

6
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Estimates for the Interpolation Operators

In this section it is shown that for two-dimensional problems the discrete norm
(2.20) essentially behaves like the energy norm (2.7).
The basic tools are the following norm estimates for the interpolation operators

Theorem 3.1 There are constants Co and Ci with

\\hu\\lr < CoU - k+ l){4-fcM1;r+ Hß iT }

(3.1)

and
\hu\\.j<Cx{j-k

+ l)\n\].T

(3.2)

for all functions u G S, for k = 0,. .. , j , and for all triangles T £ 7*. These
constants depend only on the shape regularity of the triangles 7', that means a
loiver bound for their interior angles, but not on j .
Proof.

By [11], Lemma 2.3, for u 6 S
I I M I o ^ r < Co (log M p + I ) {h{Tf\n\U,T

+ IMIi 2 ; r}

(3-3)

holds, and by [11], Lemma 2.2, one has
I W ? , a ; r < C , ^ l o g ^ + ^|«|?i2iT

(3.4)

where
h. = mm{h(T')\T'£

Tj , T'C T} .

Because of
( I ) J _ h(T) < h{T>)
for all T' ETj , T' C T, the logarithmic term can be estimated by

log^Q + 7 < j - * + l.
h*

(3-5)

4

With (3.4) and this estimate, by construction of the weighted (semi-)norms
(2.9) and (2.10), the proposition (3.2) is already proved.
If T € Tk is a triangle of level k and if T C T", T" G T0,
h(T) < (i)"~l

h{T") .

(3.6)

By (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) the proposition (3.1) follows.
If T € Tk is a triangle of a level less than fc, by the rules given in Section 2 it
will not be refined any more in the transition to Tr Therefore, hu\T = u\T for
all u 6 S and (3.1) becomes trivial.
•
An easy consequence of (3.1) and the Poincare-inequality is the following error
estimate.

7

T h e o r e m 3.2 There is a constant C2 with
\\u - huf0.T < C2(j -k

+ l)4-k\u\2liT

(3.7)

for all functions u £ S, for k = 0 , . . . ,j, and for all triangles T £ Tk. C2 does
not depend on j , but only on the shape regularity of the triangles T.
Proof. As in the proof of (3.1), it is sufficient to consider a triangle T £ % of
level k. The proof relies on the fact that for all constants a
u - Iku = (u + a) — Ik(u + a) .
Because of
inf||« + ö | | 0 , 2 ; r < c / t ( T ) | u | l i 2 ; r
and since T is a triangle of level k, by (3.6) one obtains
inf||u + a||0;T <c{\)

Nur-

Utilizing (3.1) the proposition follows.

•

Finally we need the following inverse estimate:
L e m m a 3.3 For all functions v £ Sk and all triangles T £ Tk

\v\\,T < K^k\\v\\l.T

(3.8)

with a constant KQ > 1. This constant depends only on the shape regularity of
the finite elements T.
Proof.

(3.8) is an immediate consequence of the usual inverse estimate
K,2<r<ch{T)-*\\v\\l2<r

and of the fact that for T CT',

T £ Tk, T £ 7~0, one has

$"h(T)

< h(T) .
•

It should be noted that (3.1), (3.2), (3.7) and (3.8) are local estimates which refer
to a single triangle. This is the reason why the constants in the corresponding
global estimates

\\hu\\l < C0(j - k + l){i~kK

+ Ho) ,

(3-9)

M I < C I ( J - * + I)MI

(3-io)

||u-/*u||2<C2(j-*+l)4-*M?

(3.11)

and

8

>

for the interpolation operators h and the functions u G S and in the inverse
estimate

K<A' 0 4*Hlo

(3-12)

for the functions v G Sk do not depend on the constants u>(T) in (2.6) and are
absolutely insensitive to jumps of the coefficient functions across the boundaries
of the initial triangles.
Now we are able to prove the theorem which forms the mathematical background
of the hierarchical basis preconditioner.
T h e o r e m 3.4 There are positive constants K\ and Kv with
*
M U

Ki
2 . „ ll2 . M „ „ _a
+ 1pM'H<h\\'<TK2Mii

(3-13)

for all u E Sj. These constants depend only on the shape regularity of the
triangles of the initial triangulation and are independent of the number j of
refinement levels.
Proof.

Utilizing (3.2) and (3.7) for u G S and the triangles T G % one obtains

i/o«i;;r + i > i ^ - h-M\h

<K{Jx -^''kl' - | l ! r
2

k=l

By (2.6) the first estimate

\hfH <~{l^\\uf

(3.H)

follows.
The splitting (2.17) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality lead to

iHi a <.(j + i){ii/ou|i2 + i;ii/ f c tt-/*-i«ii 2 }.
With (2.6) and the inverse estimate (3.12) and utilizing M > 1 and K0 > 1 one
obtains

N| 2 <MA'o(.7 +1)111*.

(3-15)

With respect to j , (3.15) is a slightly weaker estimate than the right-hand side

IMI2 < fi<2\h42H

(3-16)

of (3.13). (3.16) itself is proved using certain orthogonality properties of the
spaces Vk = range (Ik — h-i)- We refer to [11], [12].
•
The estimates (3.1) and (3.2) of Theorem 3.1 and (3.7) of Theorem 3.2 are
dimension dependent. In the three-dimensional case the factor j — k + 1 has to
be replaced by an exponentially growing factor. Therefore, the estimate (3.14)
is restricted to two-dimensional problems and therefore the hierarchical basis
preconditioner deteriorates in the three-dimensional case. (3.15) and (3.16)
can be generalized to the three-dimensional case. A detailed discussion of the
3D-hierarchical basis preconditioner can be found in [8] and a discussion from
a more general point of view in [9].
9

4

Estimates for the L 2 -like Projections

The proof that the discrete norm (2.21) essentially behaves like the energy norm
(2.7) corresponds completely to the proof of Theorem 3.4: It is based on a norm
estimate

|Q*u|?<Ci|u|?

(4.1)

for the projections (2.18), on an error estimate
||«-Q*u|l2<C24-*|u|?

'

(4.2)

and on the inverse estimate (3.12).
Proofs of estimates like (4.2) and indirectly also of estimates like (4.1) usually
are based on the Aubin-Nitsche lemma. As we have in mind a theory which
applies not only for regular problems, such proofs have to be ruled out here.
A careful discussion of the general case can be found in Xu's thesis [10]. For
stability results like (4.1), we refer also to [5].
Here, we utilize a simple technique which is based on the linear operators
Mk • L2(Ü) -» Sk given by
nk

(«,1©

(4-3)

Mw = £ TTTTÜT^
'
.•=1 (i,v>r}

where the nodal basis functions ipl ' are defined by (2.13) and the inner product
is given by (2.11) with G = Q. The main property of the Mk is that they locally
reproduce locally constant functions. For every triangle T G Tk let
U(T,k)=\J{T'£Tk\Tr)T'

^0}

{4A)

be the union of the triangles T' £ Tk intersecting T. Then for u\U(T, k) = a, a
constant, and for T D F = 0 one has Mku\T — a.
To get estimates for the Mk the local quasiuniformity of the triangulations Tk
will be utilized. We assume that for all levels k and all triangles T, T' £ 7jt with

Tn v ±0
holds. Remembering (2.6), for T £ Tk we define
a[

'

mm{u;(T')\T>eTo,

T'nT^}

{

' '

and set
* = m*x*(T).

(4.7)

maxa(r)<ä.

(4.8)

Note that

L e m m a 4.1 For all triangles T G Tk of level k and all functions u € S
\\u - Mku\\lT

< co-(T)4-k\u\l<u(T,k)
10

.

(4.9)

Proof. Because of (4.12), it is sufficient to prove (4.13) for the triangles'/' G Tk
of level k; for the other triangles T of Tk, one has Mku\T = u\T. For this
purpose, we first prove an estimate like (4.10) for the operators Mk
Let Xi be a common vertex of a triangle T G Tk of level k with triangle T' G 'Tk
of a level less than k, that means a node with (Mku)(xi) = u(x,). Assume that
Xi is also a vertex of T" G Tj, T" C T , As u G <S is linear on T'",
/i(T")|u(z,)| < c||u||o,2;T'' < c||u||0,2;r •
Because of T' G 7} ( s e e above) and a;,- G T' D T" by (4.5) we have
/i(T') < /C Ä(r")
and because of a;,- G T D 71'
/i(T) < A ' / z ( r ) .
Therefore
/i(r)|w(x,-)| < c||u||o, 2i r •
It follows that
|(M fc u)(x,-)|||W fc) llo;r<c||«||oiT.
For the nodes Xi G T fl jVfc \ fU, one has

(Mfcu)(iO = K0l fc) )/(i,^ fc) )
and therefore likewise
0;U(T,k) •

Together
(4.14)
As M reproduces locally constant functions in the same sense as Mk, one can
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 and gets (4.13).
•
T h e o r e m 4.3 For all functions u G S the error estimate
\\u-Qku\\20<C;äA-k\u\l

(4.15)

holds. The constant C\ depends only on the local geometry of the initial triangulation.
Proof.

By definition of an orthogonal projection and by Lemma (4.2)
II« - Qku\\l < \\u - Mfcu||o < cä4~k £ \u\liU{Ttk) .
Ten
m

To discuss the stability (4.1) of the projections Qk, we utilize an additional
result on the operators MkL e m m a 4.4 For all functions u G S and all triangles T G Tk
\Mku\\,T < ca(T)\u\lu(Tik)
12

.

(4.16)

Proof. By (4.12) it is sufficient to prove (4.16) for the triangles T G Tk of
level k. For all such triangles by Lemma 3.3 one gets
\Mku\lT
By (4.14)

< Koik\\Mku\\l,T

.

_

yielding
\Mku\lT

< c4k\\u\\l.u{Ttk)

.

For those triangles T with T PI T = 0 one can use
|Mfeu| 1 ; T = |Mfc(u + a ) | i i T
for constant a and obtains
\~Mku\\.T < c4fc inf \\u + a\\l.u(Ttk) .
Then one proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.

•

T h e o r e m 4.5 There exist a constant C[ with
\Qku\\ < Clä\u\\

(4.17)

for all functions u G <S. This constant depends only on local geometric
of the initial triangulation.

properties

Proof. The proof relies on an old trick from approximation theory. For all
functions u G «S, by the inverse estimate (3.10) and the properties of an orthogonal projection, we have
IQMi

< IQfcU-Mfcud + lMfcula
<
<

Kll22k\\Qku

- Hku\\o + \Mku\x

^01/22fc||u-Mit«||o+|Mfc«|i-

Applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, the proposition follows.

•

Now we are in position to prove the second main theorem of this paper which
corresponds to Theorem 3.4 and which forms the basis of the Bramble-PasciakXu preconditioner.
T h e o r e m 4.6 There are positive constants K^ and K\ with
8
MCT

Kl
\Wrx<\M2<Miq(j
j +1

+ l)\lufx

(4.18]

for all functions u G S. These constants depend only on the local geometry
of the initial triangulation and are independent of the number j of refinement
levels.
13

Proof.

By Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.5 one gets
\Qou\2, + J2ik\\Qku

- Qk-,u\\l

äJ-p±

<

A

k+1

l

(2.6) yields
12

hFx

Mäj J + 1.. 2 I|2

<-f

-j7f\H\

•

(4-19)

Corresponding to the proof of Theorem 3.4, the other estimate
\\u\\2<MK;U

+ l)\lufx

,

(4.20)

follows from the splitting (2.19) and the inverse inequality (3.12). The constant
K\ = KQ is the same as in (3.15).
•
Compared to the Theorem 3.4, the left-hand side inequality (4.19) behaves better in terms of j and the right-hand side estimate (4.20) worse. The asymptotic
growth of the quotient of the constants on the right- and on the left-hand side
for j —> oo remains the same and is 0(j2).
Under the same strong regularity assumptions which are utilized in the theory
of ordinary multigrid algorithms [7], in the extreme case one can improve (4.19)
to
u
<i<r>r
(4-2i)
reducing the growth of the quotient of the optimal constants to O(j). We do
not discuss this topic here and refer to the original literature [4], [10] or to the
appendix of this report.
In contrast to Theorem 3.4, where the lower estimate in (3.13) is restricted to
two-dimensional applications, Theorem 4.6 and the other results of this section
can be generalized to three-dimensional problems or even to higher dimensional
cases. Therefore, for such applications, the Bramble-Pasciak-Xupreconditioner
is superior to the hierarchical basis method.
Contrary to the estimate (3.13) in Theorem 3.4, which is totally independent of
jumps in the coefficient functions across the boundaries of the initial triangles,
the constant (4.7) enters into (4.18), (4.19) via the estimates (4.15) and (4.17).
This can be a serious drawback.
At the price of a slightly worse behavior in j , one can avoid this dependence
at least for two-dimensional problems. Using the interpolation operators Ik of
Section 3 instead of the operators Mk, one finds
+ \)i-k\u\\

\\u-Qku\\l<C2{j-k

(4.22)

and
\Qku\\<C[{j-k

+ l)\u\\

(4.23)

for u E S so that (4.19) can be replaced by
M (j + l)

< ^ ^ - H

14

IL
2 , 1|2

-

(4-24)

5

The Preconditioners

The discrete boundary value problem to be solved is to find a function u £ S
satisfying
a{u,v) = f*(v),
veS.
(5.1)
/ * is a linear functional representing the right-hand side of the differential
equation. Introducing the selfadjoint and positive definite operators A : S —> S
by

(Au,v) = a(u,v) , vGS.

(5.2)

and a vector b £ S by
(b,v) = r(v),

veS,

(5.3)

(5.1) can be reformulated as
Au = b .

(5.4)

For the solution of (5.4), we consider iterations
u <-u+uC(b-

Au)

(5.5)

with selfadjoint and positive definite operators C : S —» S and with properly
chosen constants u > 0, and conjugate gradient type accelerations of such iterations, respectively. Then the speed of convergence is governed by the spectral
condition number K{C1I2AC1I2),
which is the quotient of the maximum and the
minimum eigenvalue of the operator C1^2AC1^2. (5.5) can be rewritten as
r <— b — Au , u <— u -f u)Cr .

(5-6)

To realize (5.6) efficiently, the right representation of the vectors u, r £ S is
essential. We store u by the values
u(x{) , i = l , . . . , n ,

(5.7)

(r,V\) , i = l , . . . , n ,

(5.8)

whereas r is represented by

where for simplicity n — rij and ipi — il>\ . We get

(r, 0,.) = f*M - X>(V>„ 0/)«(s») •

(5-9)

/=1

Therefore only the usual residual has to be computed; neither an explicit representation of the operator A nor of the right-hand side b is needed. In addition,
we restrict our attention to such operators C for which (Cr)(cc,), i = 1,.. . ,n,
can be computed easily from the values (5.8). As all other reasonable methods
the hierarchical basis- and the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner are of this
type.
For u £ S we have
\\u\\2 = {u,Au).
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(5.10)

Correspondingly, there are selfadjoint and positive definite operators BH, Bx •
S —+ S with
\Wu\g = (u, Bnu) ,
(5.11)
M2x = W,Bxu)

(5.12)

for u G £ .

By Theorem 3.4 for all u G <S

and by Theorem 4.6
(5.13) and (5.14) imply the condition number estimates
4B^ABjr)<(f)fu + l?

(5.15)

and
K (ß,v

,/2

/lß.v' / 2 )<^§ü + l) 2 .

(5.10)

This is a very moderate growth in the number j of refinement levels. For a
uniformly refined grid with gridsize h ~ ho/2\ the right-hand side of (5.15),
(5.16) behaves like
(; + l ) 2 ~ | l o g / > | 2 -

The estimates (4.21) and (4.24), respectively, lead to corresponding modifications of (5.14) and the condition number estimate (5.16).
Unfortunately, Cr = Bj^r and Cr = B^r,r
G S, cannot be computed with
a tolerable amount of work, so that Bj^ and B^1 must be replaced by simpler
operators CH = B~x and CxAssume that a selfadjoint positive definite operator H : S —> <5 satisfies the
estimate
Hi(u,Hu) < (U,BHU) < /J,2(U,HU)
(5.17)
for all u G S where ^\ and ji2 are positive constants which depend only on the
shape regularity of the triangles. Then
'M\2 K2 /x_2l
<{~)2^
^(J + I)2
(5.18)
V 0 / K\ fi\
so that / / is a good preconditioner for A provided that it can be handled easily.
K(H-^AH-^)

The construction of H is based on the following lemma.
L e m m a 5.1 There are positive constants ßi and fi2 which depend only on a
lower bound for the interior angles of the triangles T € Tk, with
i

*

1

a

-ll«H2<E(i.#)K^)l <-IIHI2
P2
for all functions v G Sh-

,=i

ß\

ift

(5-i9)

Proof. By the usual arguments, one shows that for all triangles T G Tk and
all linear functions v

~\\41>T<

£

(i,0!fc))rK^)l2<-IIHIir

The summation over all triangles T e Tk gives (5.19)

•

It follows that with
di=4k{l1tik)),

xteAfk\Mk-i,

(5.20)

the discrete norm on S — Sj given by
I M 2 = \Uou\\2 + J2
k=l

dt\(Iku - 7,_ 1 u)(.r t )| 2

£

(5.21)

x;€A/fcW*-i

is equivalent to the norm (2.20)

k=l

Of course, it is possible to replace the weights (5.20) by other weights which
can be estimated from above and below by the weights (5.20), for example by
dt=4k(tik\tik))

(5.22)

dt = a(tik\tik)).

(5.23)

or by
In [11] a discrete norm like (5.21) has been treated directly.
II is defined by
||u|| 2 = ( « , # « ) •

(5.24)

The matrix ((?/>,•, H^i)) representing II with respect to the hierarchical basis
(2.14), (2.15) of S is diagonal up to a small block of the dimension n 0 of S0.
Utilizing this fact the hierarchical basis preconditioner can be realized in less
than 7rij floating point operations up to the solution of a linear system with the
level 0 discretization matrix. For the algorithmic details we refer to [11].
Xu [10] gives an explicit representation of the hierarchical basis preconditioner
in terms of the operator
CH = H-\
(5.25)
This representation fits into the framework above and is essential for its comparison with the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner. Generalizing (5.2) we
introduce selfadjoint, positive definite operators Ak : Sk —+ Sk by
(Aku,v)

= a(u,v) , v E Sk

(5.26)

L e m m a 5.2 For all r G S
CHr = A^Q0r

+ £

£

k=iXie^kWk-i
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dj^r^)^

.

(5.27)

Proof.

Defining CH by the right-hand side of (5.27), for all v 6 S0
(HCHr,v)

= a(I0CHr,v)

=

=

=

(^Qor^Aov)

a(A^lQ0r,v)
(r,u)

and for all v G range (Ik — h-\)
(HCHr,v)

=

J2

dt(IkCHr

=

J2

d d l r

-

h^Cur^XiHxi)

i i { ,$i)v(xi)

- (r,v) .

xieMkWk-i

Thus HCur = r for all r G S, or /f_1 = CH-

•

Note that the values (r,i/>,-) can be computed recursively beginning with the
values (r,ij)i) = (r, ?/>,•) and that the summation of the single terms in (5.27)
can be formulated as a recursive process, too.
We remark that for a given r G S the function
uo = Aö'Qor G So

(5.28)

a(uQ,v) = (r,v) , v G S0 •

(5.29)

satisfies
To compute u0 therefore one needs only (r, rp\ '), i = 1 , . . . ,n0, but not Qo?'
itself, and one has to solve a linear system with the level 0 discretization matrix.
Note that for MQ C d£l and dtt — T one has <5o = {0}. For this case, the fust
term on the right-hand side of (5.27) vanishes.
The Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner is not based immediately on a norm
equivalence and is less suggestive, because no simple associated basis exists.
Its inventors replace B%1 directly by a selfadjoint positive definite operator
Cx : S —> S with
- \ ( r , Cxr) < (r, B?r)

< \(r,

Cxr)

for all r G <5. Contrary to CjjX = H the operator Cxl
(5.30) is equivalent to
y.\(u,CxXu)

< (u,Bxu)

(5.30)

is only implicitly known.

< fi^Cx'u)

(5.31)

for all u £ S. Therefore, by (5.14),
* ( C { / ^ C i " ) < ^ § % + l ) ' .

(5.32)

Due to the construction of the weighted (semi-)norms (2.9) and (2.10), in our
version the positive constants [i\ and fi^ depend only on the shape regularity ol
the triangles, but not on the quasiuniformity of the initial triangulation.
A first step towards the construction of Cx is an explicit representation of Bx
as given in [10]:
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L e m m a 5.3
Bx = A0Qo + i24k(Qk-Qk-1)

(5.33)

k=l

i

B~xl = A-'Qo + £ > - * ( ( ? * - Qk-i) •

(5.34)

jt=i

Proof. (5.33) is obvious. The proof of (5.34) is an easy consequence of the
fact that the Qk are orthogonal projectors and that Sk-i is a subspace of Sk- •
Conceptionally, the next step represents the main difference to the derivation
of the hierarchical basis method. Because of the monotonely decreasing, even
exponentially decaying forefactors, according to B R A M B L E - P A S C I A K & Xu [4]
and X u [10] one is able to replace Bxx by
Cx = Aü'Qo + £ 4 " * < ? * •

(5.35)

k=l

L e m m a 5.4 For all r 6 S
{r,Bxlr)

< (r,Cxr)

< (1 + §Mtf 0 )(r, Bxlr)

(5.36)

where M is defined in (2.6) and where KQ is the constant from the inverse
inequality (3.8), (3.12).
Proof.

The left-hand side is trivial. Utilizing

k=l

k=l

one obtains
(r,Cxr)

< \\A-1/2Q0r\\20 + iJ2^k\\Qkr

- Qk-,r\\l + I||Q 0 r||jj .

k=i

By (2.6) and the inverse inequality (3.12)
IIGor||8

=

|| V / 2 Q o r | | 2 <

M\Aö1/2Qor\i

<

MK0\\Aölf2Qor\\l

,

yielding the right-hand side of (5.36) if we use again MK0 > 1.

•

(5.35) is a representation of Cx as a sum of selfadjoint positive semidefinite
operators. Therefore BRAMBLE, PASCIAK & Xu can replace each of the Qk
separately by a spectrally equivalent selfadjoint positive semidefinite operator
Rk : S —• S, leading to the final preconditioners

Cx = A^Q0+J2^hRk.
19

(5.38)

Following the ideas in [4] and [10] here we discuss a special choice of the Rk. We
begin with an observation concerning the operators M* introduced in Section
4, which is an algebraic reformulation of Lemma 5.1.
L e m m a 5.5 For all v £ Sk
—(Affet;, v) < \\v\\l < —(Mkv,
fJ-2

Proof.

v) .

(5.39)

Pi

If we define the symmetric positive definite matrix G by
G\il = (t/>\k\i/>}k))

and the diagonal matrix D by
0 | « = (1,0}* ) ),
by Lemma 5.1 for all coefficient vectors x we have
—x rGx < xTDx

< —xTGx

fh

.

Pi

Equivalently, for all y
—yTD-ly

< yrG-ly

-yTD~xy

<

fJ-2

Pi

or, with y = Gz, for all z
-zTGD~1Gz

< zTGz <

P2

—zTGD~1Gz
Pi

which is another formulation of (5.39).

•

Because of MkQk — Mk, Lemma 5.5, applied to v = Qkr, yields
— (Mkr, r) < {Qkr, r) < —(Mkr,
P2

r)

(5.40)

Pi

for all r £ S. Therefore, the operators B^1, Cx and
Cx = A-'Qo + f.A-'Mk

(5.41)

k=i

are spectrally equivalent. C^ 1 is the wanted preconditioner for A.
An explicit representation of the operator Cx is

fc=l
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.= 1 ( l , 0 i

)

Compared to the representation (5.27)
j

C*r = V G o r + X ; 4 -

fc

/ (k)\

nfc

/

£

7f%rjlk)

(^3)

of the hierarchical basis preconditioner only additional terms have been added
in (5.42). As the single terms

r->

(5 44)

nT7(*h^

'

represent selfadjoint positive semidefinite operators, one has (r, C//?') < (r, Cxi')
for all r £ «S or equivalently
(M, C* 1 «) < (M, C^ 1 «)

(5.45)

for all u £ S. By the min-max characterization of the eigenvalues of a selfadjoint
operator it follows that all eigenvalues of Cx ACX are greater than or equal
to the corresponding eigenvalues of C}(2 AC)(2.
To evaluate Cxr, first the inner products (r, ip\ '), i = 1 , . . . , ?i/t, A; = 0, 1 . . . , j ,
have to be computed. This can be done recursively, beginning with the final
level j . According to (5.29), the computation of AQ1QQT additionally requires
the solution of a linear system of dimension n0 with the level 0 discretization
matrix. Finally, all terms must be summed up.
The number of terms (5.44) in (5.42), which are different from each other,
is bounded by the dimension rij of S independently of the dimensions of the
spaces Sk. Therefore, with a proper rearrangement, the expression (5.42) can
be evaluated in O(iij) operations regardless of the dimensions of the spaces SuAnother, probably simpler possibility is to replace the operator (5.42) by

Cr = A^Q0r+±A-k
k=\

£

Jk),,(k-l)

£%^J f c )
(1,V\-

(5-46)

)

where
n/fc-l

E

n*

= E + E •

This is possible because the single terms (5.44) represent selfadjoint positive
semidefinite operators and because the forefactors 4~k decay exponentially.
Hence, it is sufficient that every such term occurs only once, with the largest
forefactor 4~fc. The eventually remaining terms with basis functions xf>\ ' = tj}\ '
can be treated using (5.40) and (5.37), that means
( M 0 r , r ) < fi2\\Qor\\l < fi2MK0(A^Q0r,r)

.

By the same reason it is possible to modify the scaling factors
<*!*>= 4*(l,irf fc) )
21

(5.47)

appropriately. As the remaining basis function if)\ ' in (5.46) are associated with
vertices of level k triangles and because of (4.5), one can replace the scaling
factors (5.47) by
d!*) = a ( ^ * \ # ) )

(5.48)

for example, similar as in the hierarchical basis case. The quotient of the constants (5.47) and (5.48) remains bounded from above and below. The double
sum in (5.46) consists of C?(nj )-terms regardless the dimensions of the spaces
Sk.
Note that for the application of Cx and CH, respectively, in the iteration (5.5)
or a preconditioned conjugate gradient type method, the values (r, V>; ) =
(r,ipi),i = \,...,iij
, are already known and do not need to be computed.
Therefore the inner product ( , ) enters into the final algorithms only indirectly
via the scaling factor d{ and d\ , respectively. The correct choice of these scaling
factors is essential for the performance of both methods.
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Appendix: The Regular Case
In this appendix we show that under the same regularity assumptions, which
are used in the theory of ordinary multigrid methods, the estimate (4.19) or
equivalently
(u,Cxlu)<J-±±(u,Au)

(1)

{u,Cxlu)<K{-l(u,Au)

(2)

can be improved to

which means
n(C]/2AC]/2)

= 0(j).

(3)

For this purpose we introduce the finite element projections Pk : 7i —> Sk by
a(Pku,v)

= a(u,v) , v e Sk .

(4)

Note that Pk projects the solution of the boundary value problem (2.3) onto
the finite element solution with respect to the space Sk.
Our main assumption is that for all u £ 7i
\\u-P^\\l<KA-k\\uf

(5)

or equivalently
\\u-Pku\\l<Kl-k\\u-Pku\\2.

(6)

This assumption is fulfilled for convex domains fi, smooth coefficient functions
a,ij and quasiuniform triangulations. For this case, the boundary value problem
is i/ 2 -regular, and (6) is the Aubin-Nitsche Lemma. We remark that (4.2) and,
using the trick in the proof of Theorem 4.5, (4.1) are immediate consequences
of (5).
With this strong assumption, one obtains the following theorem which is a
special case of Theorem 2 in [4] where 7/ 1 + a -regularity is covered.
Theorem:

Provided that assumption (5) holds, for all u £ S
( u , C ^ u ) < max{4i?, 1}(«, Au) .

Proof.
from

(7)

We follow the proof of Theorem 2 in [4]. First we state that (7) follows
||u||2<max{4]?,l}a(CA^u,u).

(8)

By the orthogonality of the Pk and because of Sk-\ Q Sk, we have
\\U\\2 = \\P0U\\' + J2\\P^-K-M\2fc=l

24

(9)

For all v £ Sk by (5) one gets
||v - /4-iHI 2 = ((/ - Pk-x){v - Pk-iv), Akv)
<\\(I - Pk^){v < K^2~^)\\v

P^MAkvWo

-

Pk^v\\\\Akv\\0

or
\\v-Pk-M\2<AKA-k\\Akvf0.
Therefore, for v = Pku
\\Pku - Pk_xuf

< AKi~k\\AkPku\\l

.

With (9)

HI 2 <\\P0uf + AKJ2A-k\\AkPku\\l
follows. Since for all u £ S and all v £ Sk
(AkPku,v) - a(Pku,v) = a(u,v)
- (Au,v) -

(QkAu,v)

we have AkPk = QkA. Thus
\\PouW2 = a(P0u,u) = a(AöxAoP0u,u)
- a(AüxQ0Au,u)
and
\\AkPku\\l = \\QkAu\\l =
=

a(QkAu,u)

so that (10) implies (8).
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